Specifications

Color Choices
- Platinum Gray
- Blue Ice

Size and Weight
- Writer only: 4.5 lbs (2 kg)
- Tripod weight: 1.75 lbs (0.8 kg)

Display Screen
- Folds face down to protect screen while not in use
- Active matrix color TFT-LCD
- Diagonal: 7" (17.8 cm)
- Resolution: 800 x 480
- Tilt range: 0 to 65 degrees
- Font size: User selectable – 5 sizes

USB B Port
- Client USB connects to a Host USB port on a computer for:
  - Realtime translation with Case CATalyst® and other brands compatible with Stenograph’s USB realtime protocol
  - Downloading personal and job dictionaries from a Case CATalyst computer
  - Accessing a power source

Headphone Jack
- 3.5 mm mono headphone jack (Headphones sold separately.)

Microphone Jack
- 3.5 mm mono microphone jack (Microphones sold separately.)

USB A Port
- Host USB port for use with peripherals such as a thumb drive or USB Bluetooth™ adapter for wireless realtime. (Thumb drive and Bluetooth wireless kit sold separately.)

Primary Battery
- 4-cell lithium-ion battery pack is included
  - Operating time: 8 to 10 hours
  - Recharge time: 4 to 5 hours
  - Battery life: 1 to 1.5 years

Backup Battery
- When primary battery or A/C power is not available, the backup battery operates the writer in fail-safe mode for an additional 8 hours.

A/C Power Adapter
- Automatic switching 120/220 volt with North American plug
- Cord length: 6 feet (1.8 meters)
- Optional adapter plugs: Europe, UK and Australia

Memory
- Supports SD cards 1GB to 32GB
- 64 MB internal memory hold approximately 36,000 pages.

Dictionaries
- Case CATalyst personal and job dictionaries can be loaded via an SD card or a USB cable
- RTF-CRE dictionaries are loaded via an SD Card after using a dictionary conversion utility provided with the writer.

AudioSync OTG – on the go
- File format: WAV
- Compression rate: Selectable
  - GSM (5.8 MB/hour) or ADPCM (14.7 MB/hour)

EasyLock® Z12 Tripod
- Weight: 1 ¼ lbs
- Height: 12" folded
- 27" extended

Tote Bag
- Weight: 2 lbs
- Dimensions: 17 ¼" wide x 12 ½" tall x 5 ¼" deep

The most exquisite writer ever made and the first to give you dazzling results right from the start.
Even when I “think” I missed a key or mistroked, it’s coming out right … the LCD screen is to die for … It’s so light! Easily picked up and held with one hand. Love that … The large screen is fantastic.

Diamante™

Elegant, sophisticated, brilliantly simple …
… with its graceful curves, glossy diamond finish and vibrant color display.
… with a sleek design that is light-weight, easy to carry and a snap to set up.
… giving you dazzling results right out of the box.

A lighter load
With your Diamante weighing only 4.5 pounds, you’ll enjoy a lighter load. Just grab your writer and go — to a sidebar or down the hall — utilizing comfortable handgrips.

A specially designed tripod is 30% lighter than traditional tripods and folds to a mere 12”.

The top-loading tote allows you to remain gracefully seated while you pack, and unpack contents.

This compact ensemble is a perfect solution for a busy, mobile professional like you.

Intuitively responsive — TrueStroke™

TrueStroke™ technology (patent-pending) uses a sophisticated algorithm that gives you unsurpassed results. It enables you to do your best right from the start without adjusting the sensitivity of each key. Developed by Stenograph, the undisputed leader in keystroke science, TrueStroke is quantum leaps above any other mechanical or electronic methodologies. The results are in — experience it for yourself!

Triple protection of your valuable work
The safety of your data is critical. The Data SD card holds all files related to your active work. It is conveniently organized in file folders by year and month. Easily find what you want, when you want it.

The Backup SD card holds a copy of your work including audio files just in case you need it. Last but not least, on-board memory backs up thousands of pages of steno in case you ever need to count on it.

Enjoy absolute peace of mind knowing your data is safe and secure.

Versatile data transfer

Realtime
Easily choose one of two ways to write realtime. Use USB realtime with Case CATalyst. Optionally, choose Bluetooth realtime with Case CATalyst or other CAT software that uses the Stenograph serial protocol.

SD card
Conveniently move jobs from the writer to your computer. Can also be used to move a fresh copy of your dictionary to your writer for the best on-screen translation results.

Thumb drive
Copy jobs quickly and conveniently with a USB memory stick.

Dictionary updating
Dictionaries are a snap to keep current, giving you incomparable translation results immediately on the Diamante display. Case CATalyst personal and job dictionaries are updated quickly via a USB connection or an SD card. RTF-CRE dictionaries are transferable via an SD card.

AudioSync OTG — on-the-go
Record an audio backup precisely synchronized with steno notes allowing you to:
• Play back the synchronized audio privately to your own headset prior to read-back.
• Monitor live audio through a headset for enhanced sound quality.
• Copy steno notes with audio to your computer for instant access while editing.
• Lighten your load since you won’t need your computer for AudioSync.

Order today!
800-323-4247
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